Case Study for myFlix full-stack
project
Overview
myFlix is a web application, developed using MongoDB, Express, React, and Node.js (MERN)
stack, that grants users to view movies, directors, and genres while updating their personal
information.
Purpose & Context
myFlix is a personal project I created while at CareerFoundry that showed my expertise in
making a full-stack web application.
Objective
The end goal was to create a full-stack web application to add to my professional portfolio. The
problem I wanted to solve was to create both a server-side and client-side to become a fully
functioning JavaScript
application from scratch.

Approach
Server-Side
I created a non-relational
database (MongoDB), to
interact with is I created
RESTful API Endpoints using
Node.js and Express. These
endpoints can be accessed by
using common HTTP request
methods such as GET, PUT,
POST, or DELETE. The movie
and user data is in a JSON
format within the API.
Link to Endpoints
To make sure the endpoints
were working properly, I used an application called Postman. I would test the endpoints at
various stages of each until the nal part of adding HTTP authentication and JWT
authentication. A tool I found extremely useful when debugging my application.
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Client-Side
Once the API was complete, it was time to create the user interface that would interact with the
data. It’s a single-page web application using React and Redux to feature the multiple interface
views for the user to see. The views include a main view, which displays all the movies in the
database sorted by title with a respective movie poster. A single movie view, which returns a
description of the movie along with separate views for the genre and director of the movie
selected. A login, registration, and pro le view (to update user info and see a list of favorite
movies).

Challenges
When developing the client side, I ran
into a minor issue that I was able to
gure out on my own which I enjoyed
guring out but understanding Redux
was a bit of a challenge. Redux took me
awhile to gure out because it was a
concept of when to use it.
Understanding that concept took me
awhile and I got the help I needed from
my mentor to help me fully understand
what was happening in the background.

Duration
The server-side took me about a little over a week to complete but the client-side took me the
longest because of Redux and trying to fully comprehend it. Therefore, I spent more time on it
than required by CareerFoundry but still achieved the desired results.
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To make sure the user interface worked
properly, I used Parcel to deploy the
project locally on my computer before
making it live. I enjoyed the fact that it
would update after each change I made
and was able to interact with it in real
time.

